Money Energy Booster

The subject of money to the point, pure and simple. This book combines the fine energy
of money with the reality of the financial world. When both are working together, there is
no way one cannot become financially free. It is analogous to when one mixes the power
of medical science and naturopathy together; only the best comes out.

Who doesn’t dream of obtaining passive income and achieving financial freedom? Here
you’ll learn how to manage your money, otherwise the best stock, lottery win, and most
lucrative real estate won’t do you any good. This book is full of tips and ideas how you
can resolve those subconscious sabotaging behaviours with regard to money and success
and with the right management of money become a money magnet. This book speaks to
the hard financial world with a spiritual approach.
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Introduction
You are holding a manual of tips in your hands, how you are able to obtain passive
income and become financially free. It is the dealing with and managing of money. Often
we hear people say: so and so cannot manage his or her money. But what exactly is
meant by that? The people by whom these declarations ring true usually do not know
that they indeed manage their money just as poorly. Someone who is extremely frugal,
even cheap, can deal with money just as poorly as someone up to their eyeballs in debt.
If you are searching for your dream partner and want to truly have a meaningful
relationship, you have to first learn to love yourself. As soon as you have learned that, to
love yourself, you are then a lucky magnet and everyone will want to be in your
company. If you cannot stand yourself, how should someone else?
If you want passive income and even want financial freedom, you must learn how to deal
with money. Once you have learned that, you will too become a money magnet and will
attract more and more money into your life.
I wish you great enjoyment while reading and hope you will reach your goals and
transform your life.

Do you need money?

Let’s take a look at everything that costs money:
A smile. I beg your pardon, you say? Then I’d like to see you smile after you’ve lived 4
weeks with absolutely no money. Think about it, food, the apartment, the car, clothes,
they all cost money. So, you’re naked, haven’t eaten anything for 4 weeks and are out
on the streets because your rent and utilities also cost money. I’d like to see you smile to
that. There are of course differences in other parts of the world. There are native groups
of people in Brazil and Papa New Guinea who cannot read or write and don’t even know
money. Are you one of these people?
Calling a friend, writing a letter, renting an apartment, reading a book (yes, you have to
buy the book or receive it as a gift but that person must have also bought it somehow.
Where did you learn how to read? In school? Teachers also get a paycheck). Filling up
the tank of your car, applying for a job, surfing the Internet, moving, a house, a condo,
furniture, etc.
Things that don’t cost any money:
Thinking, talking, feeling, going to the bathroom (but only outside among nature),
putting one foot in front of the other, general movement (but not in a fitness or sports
club since that also costs money for memberships), love, sex, sleep (when sleeping
outside of course since a tent also costs money, these things don’t fall from the sky).

Eating (only valid if you pick an apple or berries from somewhere). Can you think of
more?
This book is for adults, teenagers, millionaires and those who want to become one.
This book is also directed at the esoteric folks who think that when they burn incense
money will come. The spirituality and esoteric can certainly create a supporting effect.
For example, opening a new account on full moon should supposedly bring more money.
But the full moon only helps if you truly do something and open that account. Or rubbing
your wallet with prosperity oil from the witchcraft store. Then you have to prove more.
That still doesn’t mean that you can manage your money properly. You wallet will no
longer be used for consumer purchases, rather to strengthen your money energy. For the
non-esoteric folks: prosperity oil really does exist and according to witchcraft, should
help in wealth and health.
Who else is this book for? Definitely for women, for managers of both sexes, for people
without money, for people with money, for billionaires to smirk, for those helplessly in
debt and want to get out, for employees, workers, unemployed, senior citizens, students,
business owners, freelancers, self-employed, and for everyone who wants passive
income and financial freedom.
For those struck by illness, since money can help them on their way to healthier days as
healing strength.

